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Editorial
by Judy Cochran, editor

It is with pride and pleasure that I welcome you to the first issue of Collage, Denison’s Magazine for the Language Arts. Collage was conceived to bring together, in the timeless space of art, languages and images that reflect today’s global reality.

Our first issue features the sculpture of Michel Cliquet, the Belgian artist whose work has inspired a number of the textual and visual images of these pages and whose editorial and artistic expertise have made this first issue possible. In the black marble of Tournai, the town in western Belgium where he resides, Michel Cliquet has sculpted emotions ranging from the anguish of Separation to the harmony of Compassion and the tranquility of Ataraxia, the Greek word for the serenity of mind and heart achieved when the cares of the world are left behind. In the faceless image of Absence and the joined entities of Attachment, he has rendered in stone two opposing pictures of the individual in society. His poem “Docile Stone” conveys the angst of creation and the longing for union that accompany all of us in our search to shape the lives we truly desire to live.

In this issue of Collage, words and images meet in tenderness to trace the seductive power of a smile, the comfort of a chair, the generosity of a laugh and the savor of a kiss; they come together in parody to juxtapose the sweetness of a sleeping child and the violence of death. Through the interplay of word and image, we are led to consider aging and separation, life and its passing, and perhaps above all our own autonomy. For in our individual and collective search for meaning in an ever-changing reality, we have only the imperfect tool of memory. How can our individual vision be used to enhance our collective identity? How can we expand the realm of the creative imagination to better our present reality?

For upcoming issues of Collage, we welcome your reflections on these and other questions of our global identity, and I thank all of you, both readers and contributors, for your indispensable presence in this initial endeavor.